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NONE Transition to next slide 

 



 
So you are looking for something from the library, for a 
course or for personal interests.  
 
A journal article, a book, maybe a dvd. 
 

Slow fade in (5s) for each image in order of periodical, 
book, and dvd/cd, starting from left to right. 

 

 
Where do you begin? 
 

Slow fade in of question mark (5s) 

 



 
Well you can start by going to the library webpage: 
library.morrisville.edu 
 

Slow fade in of web address (5s) 

 

 
Take a look at our banner, see that search box? 
This is our Stampede Search and can help you find most 
items in the library collection. 
 

Quick fade in of arrow (2s) followed by a quick fade in 
of text box (2s) 

 



 
Let’s try it out and search for items on global warming 
Type global warming in quotes like this so we search for that 
phrase exactly. 
 

Quick fade out of arrow and text box (2s). 
Quick fade in of text box and phrase search (2s). 

 

 
Look at that, over 500,000 results. 
Check out the next chapter to learn how to limit and reduce 
the number of results. 
 

Quick fade in of arrow (2s) 
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NONE Transition to next slide 

 

 



 
Looking at our results. 500,000 is just too much, we need to 
cut it down some. 

 

 

 
Your first stop should be the Refine Results column on the 
left. 

Quick fade in of arrow row (2s) 

 



 
Here you can limit to Print and Electronic Books, and Media 
items like DVD’s Or 
Limit to just print books and media items located in the 
library Or 
Limit to just Scholarly Journal Articles 

Arrows remain 
Quick fade in of highlight box 1 (2s) 

 

 
Next you should look at the publication date slider 
This allows you to adjust the date range for when an item 
was published. 

Arrows Remain 
Quick fade out of highlight box 1 (2s) 
Quick fade in of hightlight box 2 (2s) 

 



 
Let’s try and limit our results with these tools.  

 

 
First I will select Scholarly Journal Articles and since I want 
something recent, I am going to set my date range from 
2010 to 2015. 

Animation of cursor selecting Scholarly Journal Articles 
and adjusting date range. 

 



 
A quick refresh and it looks like we went from over a 
500,000 down to 40,000. 
There are still a lot of results here, but thankfully still many 
other options on how to limit our search. 
To finish my search I am going to choose: Source Type: 
Academic Journals, subject: greenhouse gases, and 
Geography: United States 
Look at that we are down to about 50 from over a 500,000s, 
not too bad! 

Animation of page refresh 
Animation of page scroll down 
Animation of cursor selections for Source Type: 
Academic Journals, subject: greenhouse gases, and 
Geography: United States 
Animation of page refresh 

 

 
 Transition to next slide upon chapter selection 

 



 
  

 

 
Now it is time to review our results and find something that 
fits our needs. 
Scrolling down this list you can read through the titles of 
each item 

Animation of scrolling through result list 

 



 
You can also see direct links to the full texts of articles Quick fade in of arrows (2s) 

 

 
For books you will see the call number, which is where it is 
located on the library shelves. 

Fade in of book example 
Quick fade in of arrows (2s) 
Fade out of book example 

 

 
Clicking on a title will reveal more information about it. Quick fade in of hightlight box (2s) 

 



 
Including author names, source or where an article came 
from, document type, an abstract briefly describing the 
item, what database an article came from, and much more.  

Quick fade in of hightlight box (2s) 
Quick fade in of arrow (2s) 
 

 

 
For information on how to find items without a full text 
option click this link here. 

Quick fade out of highlight box and arrows (2s) 
Long fade in of link bar (5s) 

 



 
  

 

 

 

 


